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Having taught for a long time during his career and still being active as professor at 
University of California, the 1931-born John Baldessari was in his element when 
giving a slide show during the open studio days at Städel art school, one day after his 
own opening at Portikus. Baldessari’s crowded lecture was one of the highlights on a 
weekend packed with openings, talks and performances and he was visibly pleased 
by the younger artists presence around him.  
Eden: Adam and Eve (with Ear and Nose) Plus Serpent, his show at the Kunsthalle 
connected to the school, continues the artists hybrid investigations between 
photography and painting, a formalism Baldessari has also called photography as 
‚visual note painting’. Two pastel coloured profiles, „Adam“ und „Eva“ feature on each 
side of the gallery space. Eva’s ear is sliced from its perspective and glued to Adam’s 
head; Adam is lending Eva his nose. A large black and white photograph at centre 
stage, which depicts an unknown figure holding a snake, bridges the yellow, green 
and pink collages on both walls. Like here, Baldessari has frequently returned to 
found (film) footage in his work and the snake has featured in a colour lithography 
Man with Snake (Blue and Yellow) from 1991. The master of concealing details has 
since narrowed his focus and investigates one problem at a time, a mode for 
constant reinvention. What is new now, is that the cut-out ears and noses, organs he 
started using recently while avoiding the ubiquitous depiction of lips and eyes, appear 
in an, if not transcendental, at least biblical context. Yet, to equal the new Portikus 
building on the river island with a sacral space (despite its changing roof light 
installation by Olafur Eliasson) would be exaggerated. Instead Baldessari tells that, 
when sitting in front of the buildings architectural model he recalled some of the early 
King Kong films. Inspired by these and the genesis myth he consequently adjusted 
Adam and Eva to giant size. The display of the black and white snake portrait at 
centre stage serves as contrast to the innocent couple and thus manages to balance 
the candy-coloured wall painting/sculpture and the polarity between Eden and the 
serpent. The stereotype  
When asked by director Daniel Birnbaum at the end of the lecture, what advice he 
could give to the students of his school, Baldessari answered that ‘talent is not 
enough – one has to be obsessed to be successful’. The man who once escaped the 
bleak reality of National City and evidently became one of the fathers of conceptual 
art certainly still is. 
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